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INTERIM CERCLA 
MUNICIPAL SETTLEMENT 
POLICY FACT SHEET 

DECEMBER 1989 
OFFICE OF WASTE PROGRAMS ENFORCEMENT 

I. INTRODUCTION 
This fact sheet s~rizes certain key provisions of 

the "Interim Policy on CERCLA Settlements li'IVOlving 
ltunicipelitfn or Mwticipel Wastes• COSWER Directive 
19834.13); it does not cover all aspects of the interi• 
policy nor provide definitions of key ten~~~. The Nunidpel 
Settlement Pol icy h.. blwl d.YelQf*i to provide the Regfana 
with nationaL gufdenee an how to involve IU"'fcipelitin end 
IIU'Iicipel wastes Cf .e., IIU'Iicipel solid waete (ltSW) or 
sewage sludge) in the Superfund settl.-ent process. It also 
addresses how the treatment of ftLI!"'iCIFJIIlities ant IIU'Iicipll 
wastn aHects the treet~~ent of priYIIte parties and certain 
kinds of cannercisl, institutional, or industrial w.stes. 

II. CERCLA LIABILITY 
CERCLA does not provide an e.x.mpti on fronr l i .Oil i ty for 

nnici!)lllities nor for IIU1icipel v.stes. M1.11icipelities •Y 
be potentially responsible parties CPRPs) like private 
pilrties if they fall witMn the categories of liability 
specified l.W'Ider Section 107(a) of CEJI.CLA (e.;., if they are 
owners/operators of facilities, or ;en.rators/tranaportars 
a1 !tazsrdoua substances). IIU'ticipel wastes lll8'f b. 
cunaidered hazardoua sut.tancu if they are coVft'ed ...-dar 
the definition of !tu.ardoua subat...:u in Section 101(14) o1 
C!RCLA and if they ara the subject of a rata... or 
ttlreatened releaaa. The lnteri111 pol icy does not provide .n 
exeq:~tion frCIII legal liability for any party or_.,., 
substance; potential liability continues to apply in all 
situa.tfons c~red under Section 107 of C&RCLA. 

III. INFORMATION 
GATHERING 

All owners/operators and ;anerators/tr8n5p0rtars should 
pr~et"ally Dol inclL.ded in the htfon~~~~tion gathering procua 
Ca.;•• tnev should all generally receive Section t04(e) 
fnforn.tfon r~t Letters). This inch.;es ...,icipal 
IMW"S/operetors of facilities .. wll as IIU'Iicipal lind 
pr"'fvate party generators/tr-porters of IIU'Iicipel -tu. 

IV. NOTIFICATION 
Owners/operators: loth .unicipal and private pirty 

pat lind present C*nlrs/operators should generally receive 
notice letter~~. 

as PRPs ~less: """ 
o the Region oDtairw site•spaciflc infonnation that 

ttla ltSW contai,.. a hazardoua subatance; AMD 

o tha Region nu reu.on to believe that the 
hazardous substance is derived fr0111 a COIIIIIercial, 
irwtitutfonal, or indultriaL process or activity. 

llotwfthstanding this generel policy, EPA IIII!IY consider 
notifying ~ratora/tr.wportara for MSW containing a 
huar'doua subat.-v=a dllrh'lld only fr0111 houa.tlolda in truly 
exc:apt:ionill sftu.tions where the total contribution of 
cannarcfal, institutional, and industrial hazardous waste by 
privata parties Is insignificant when c~red to the MSW. 

Generwtors/tr!O!DOrters of s!W!a• sludge: Municipal 
and private party ;enaretors/transporters of sewage sludge 
will ncn: ;enenlly t. notified aa PlfPs ~lese: 

o 	 the Region obtai,.. site•spacific inform.tion that 
tha ...,.... sludge contaiM a hazardous sl.baunca;... 


o 	 the legion ha r••scn to believe that the 
hazardoua substance is derived fr0111 1 canercill, 
iMtitution.l, or lndustriel process or activity. 

Gen!ratOrJitransparters of trash from I commercial. 
institytl9D!l. or indy!ttlt\ entity: Parties who are 
generators/transporters of trash from a conn.rciel, 
i,..titutional, or industrial entity will not generaLLy be 
notifiOid •• PRPs if such parties denawtraU to the Region 
that: 

o 	 nona of the hezardo!A suDatances contained in the 
trash are derived frOIR a c-rcial, 
i,..titutional, or industriaL process or activity;... 
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o 	 the ~Jnt and toxicity of the ha&ardoul 
'subatarw:es contained in the traall do not 
ucMd 1thoe.e W.ich one 1110Uld expect to find 
in c-~n hGUMitold traall. 

!ierators/trpcorten of eny other hazardoul 
SUbstance. inclU!jlina l ow·htZtrdou! inQ.atriel wtes: 
Mwricipalities and priva'te parties W.o are generators/ 
transporters of ., haza1rdoua ..-t.nce or ., ...at.-,ce 
ttfn· 'ontafn!J • hezar<ioul .W.tonee (except t"ose discussed 
above) will generally bt noti1ied as PRPs. Thi s includes 
lcaHtazardous industrial weatas like certain paint sludges 
anct industrial weatewat!!rs. 

v·.. SETTI.EMENTS 
TITe overall process and goals for reaching settl_,ts 

at sites involving rra.nic1ipal ities or IU'Iicipal weates is the 
s.am. as for other Superf1.rd sites (e.g., to reac:h one . 
setttenent agreement) , all thougtt s~rata sett l...,ts l ike ~ 
~ settlenents lllll'f be. used W.ere at:lPf'opriate. 

Nonetnelesa, there ure SCilla sattlC!IIlill'\t provisions that 
ao,· bt particularly suitnble for ~a~~ic:ipal PRPs (e.;. , 
del·ayed payments, delayed pa~t schedules, and in·kind 
c:cntributions> , These sottlea~ent provisions are not 
routinely available to 1111icipat PRPs, but 1118'( be considered 
Wt!re a -..,icipall ty has successfully derllanstrated- to EPA 
that they are at:~Pf'opriatn. These settleatent provisions lllllV 
t. s~rate settl~ts CJr .ay be folded into a larger 
settlement thot includes private parties. Although these 
settlement provisions ,.,, be particularl,y awopriate for 
..-.icipal ities, they _., bt avai table to private parties, 
suc1t as artain Slllall bul~inesaes, W.ere IR=If'opt'iate. 
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SUBJECT: Interim Policy on CERCLA Settlements Involving 
Municipalities Wastes 

FROM: Don R. Cla~;l~
Assistant Administra 

or Municip 

or 

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20460 

OSWER DIRECTIVE 
#9834.13 

DEC -6 1989 
O~~ICE OF 

SOLID WASTE AND E\o1EFIGENCV RESPONSEMEMORANDUM 

TO: Regional Administrators, Regions I - X 

I. 	 INTRODUCTION 

A) Focus of Interim Policy 

This memorandum establishes EPA's interim policy on 

settlements involving municipalities or municipal wastes under 

Section 122 of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, 

Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 (CERCLA or Superfund) as 

amended by. the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 

1986 (SARA). In particular, this interim policy indicates how 

EPA will exercise its enforcement discretion when pursuing 

settlements which involve municipalities or municipal wastes. 1 

The municipal wastes addressed by this interim policy are 

municipal solid waste (MSW} and sewage sludge as defined below. 

This interim policy has been developed to provide a consistent 

Agency-wide approach for addressing municipalities and municipal 

wastes in the Superfund settlement process. 

This interim policy does not provide an exemption from 
potential CERCLA liability for any party; potential liability 
continues to apply in all situations covered under Section 107 of 
CERCLA. 
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Although this interim policy focuses on municipalities and 

municipal wastes, it addresses how private parties and certain 

kinds of commercial, institutional, or industrial wastes will be 

handled in the settlement process as well. It is important to 

address private parties and certain kinds of commercial, 

institutional, or industrial wastes in this interim policy 

because private parties sometimes handle municipal wastes or 

wastes of a similar nature and because municipal and private 

party waste streams are sometimes co-disposed at sites, 

particularly municipal landfills.. The kinds of commercial, 

institutional,, or industrial wastes covered by this interim 

policy include 11trash from a commercial, institutional, or 

industrial entity" and 1'low-hazardous ·industrial wastes" as 

defined below. 

There are three fundamental issues addressed by this interim 

policy. First is whether to notify generators/transporters of 

MSW or sewage sludge that they are considered to be potentially 

responsible parties (PRPs) and to include them in the Superfund 

settlement process. Such parties are usually municipalities, 

although they may include private parties as well. Second is how 

municipalities should be handled in the Superfund settlement 

process when the decision is made to notify them that they are 

PRPs under Section 107(a) of CERCLA. Third is how the treatment 

of municipalities and municipal wastes under this interim policy 

affects the treatment of private parties and certain kinds of 

2 
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commercial, institutional, or industrial wastes in the Superfund 

settlement process. 

Key questions specifically addressed as part of this interim 

policy include the following: 

o 	 Information Gathering: Should municipalities be 

included in the Agency's information gathering process? 

should generators/transporters of MSW or sewage sludge 

be included in the information gathering process? 

o 	 Notification: Should municipalities be notified that 

they are PRPs? Should generators/transporters of MSW 

or sewage sludge be notified as PRPs? 

o 	 Settlements: How should municipalities be handled in 

the Superfund settlement process? What settlement 

process and settlement tools should be used to 

facilitate settlement involving municipalities or 

municipal wastes? 

o 	 Private Parties~ How does the treatment of 

municipalities and municipal wastes affect the Agency's 

treatment of private parties and certain kinds of 

commercial, institutional, or industrial wastes? 

3 
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B) 	 Key Terms Used in Interim Polic~ 

The following defines the key terms used in this interim 

policy: 

o 	 The term "municipalities11 re.(ers to any political 

subdivision of a State and may include cities, 

counties, towns, townships, and other local 

governmental entities. 

o 	 The term "municipal solid waste11 refers to solid waste 

generated primarily by households, but may include some 

contribution of wastes from commercial, institutional 

and industrial sources as well. As defined under the 

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA}, MSW 

contains only those wastes which are not required to be 

managed as hazardous wastes under Subtitle c of RCRA 

(e.g., non-hazardous substances, household hazardous 

wastes (HHW), or small quantity generator (SQG) 

wastes) • Although the actual composition of such 

wastes varies consideraCly at individual sites, MSW is 

generally composed of large volumes of non-hazardous 

substances (e.g., yard waste, food waste, glass, and 

2 The definitions provided under this section are for the 
purpose of this interim policy only. Where possible, this 
interim policy includes already existing definitions used under 
other Federal environmental programs (e.g., under the Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act or the Clean Water Act). However, 
nothing in this interim policy affects the regulatory efforts of 
these other programs. 

4 
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aluminum) and may contain small quantities of household 

hazardous wastes (e.g., pesticides and solvents) as 

well as small quantity generator wastes. 3 Many 

industrial solid wastes and some commercial and 

institutional solid wastes are managed separately from 

household wastes, but may enter the MSW waste stream. 

o The term "municipal landfill" refers to any landfill, 

whether publicly or privately owned, that has received 

municipal solid waste for disposal. 

o The term "sewage sludge" refers to any solid, semi

solid, or liquid residue -removed during the treatment 

of municipal waste water or domestic sewage. 4 

o The term "trash from a commercial, institutional, or 

industrial entity" refers to waste which is very 

3 All household wastes, including household hazardous 
wastes, are unconditionally exempt from the Federal hazardous 
waste regulations promulgated under Subtitle C of RCRA (See 40 
CFR Section 261.4 (b) (1)). With regard to non-household sources 
of solid waste, if such waste is not a listed or characteristic 
hazardous waste accumulated in quantities exceeding the small 
quantity generator limitations (i.e., less than 100 kg/month of 
hazardous wastes and less than 1 kg/month for acute hazardous 
wastes), such waste is not required to be managed in a RCRA 
Subtitle c hazardous waste treatment, storage, or disposal 
facility (See 40 CFR Section 261.5). nHousehold hazardous 
wastes•• refers to those wastes which are generated by households 
and would be managed as hazardous wastes under RCRA Subtitle C if 
they were generated by·a non-household in quantities exceeding 
the small quantity generator limitations. 

4 The definition of sewage sludge is contained in the 
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Sewage Sludge 
Permit Regulations published in the Federal Register as a final 
rule May 2, 1989 (See 40 CFR Part 122.2). 

5 
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similar to the MSW that is derived from households. 

This term covers only those wastes that are essentially 

the same as what one would expect to find in common 

household trash. This term does not include hazardous 

substances that are derived from a commercial, 

institutional, .or industrial process or activity. 

o 	 The term ''low-hazardous industrial wastes" refers to 

high volume wastes that contain small quantities of 

hazardous substances derived from an industrial, 

commercial, or institutional process or activity. 

Examples may include certain paint sludges or 

industrial wastewaters. 

II . 	 CERCLA LIABILITY 

Important questions have been raised about whether 

municipalities may be PRPs and whether municipal wastes (i.e., 

MSW and sewage sludge) may be considered hazardous substances 

under CERCLA. 

A) 	 Municipalities as PRPs 

The statute does not provide an exemption from liability for 

municipalities. Municipalities may be PRPs like private parties 

if municipalities fall within the categories of liability 

specified under Section 107(a) of CERCLA. In general, Section 

107(a) establishes liability for past and present owners or 

operators of facilities as well as generators or transporters of 

hazardous substances for the release or threatened release of 

6 
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hazardous substances. Such parties may be liable for the costs 

of responding to a release or threatened release of hazardous 

substances as well as for resulting damages to natural resources. 

The specific categories of liable parties under Section 107(a) 

are: 

1. 	 the owner and operator of a vessel or a facility, 

2. 	 any person who at the time of disposal of any hazardous 

substance owned or operated any facility at which such 

hazardous substances were disposed of, 

3. 	 any person who by contract, agreement, or otherwise 

arranged for disposal or treatment, or arranged with a 

• transporter for transport for disposal or treatment, of 

hazardous substances owned or possessed by such person, 

by any other party or entity, at any facility or 

incineration vessel owned or operated by anot~er party 

or entity and containing such hazardous substances, 

[commonly referred to as "generators••5], and 

4. 	 any person who accepts or accepted any hazardous 

substances for transport to disposal or treatment 

5 Persons who fall into this category are commonly referred 
to as "generators," although liability under this Section extends 
beyond "true generators" of hazardous substances to include 
persons who arranged for the disposal or treatment of hazardous 
substances owned or possessed by such party or another party. 
The term "generator" is used throughout this document to refer to 
any party wno is potentially liable under Section 107(a) (3). 

7 
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facilities, incineration vessels, or sites selected by 

such person [commonly referred to as "transporters"]. 

Section l07(a) describes liable parties as "persons" and the 

definition of "person" under Section 101(21) includes municipal

ities and political subdivisions of a state. Municipalities may, 

therefore, be PRPs as part of CERCLA's broad definition of who is 

potentially liable. 

B) Municipal wastes as Potential CERCLA Hazardous 
Substances 

Similarly, the statute does not provide an exemption from 

liability for municipal wastes. Municipal wastes may be 

• 	considered hazardous substances if they are covered under the 

definition of hazardous substances in Sectiori 101(14) of CERCLA. 

As indicated under the definitions of MSW and sewage sludge, 

these municipal wastes are generally characterized by large 
-

volumes of non-hazardous substances and may contain small 
• 

quantities of household hazardous or other wastes, although the 

actual composition of the waste streams vary considerably at 

individual sites. To the extent municipal wastes contain a 

hazardous substance that is covered under Section 101{14) of 

CERCLA and there is a release or threatened release, such 

municipal wastes may fall within the CERCLA liability framework. 

III. INFORMATION GATHERING 

The Regions should include all municipal and private party 

owners/operators and generators/transporters in the information 

8 
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gathering process, including the generators/transporters of 

municipal wastes. This means that municipal owners/operators as 

well as municipal generators/transporters should generally 

receive Section 104(e) information request letters and should 

otherwise be fully included in the information gathering process 

like private parties. Information obtained through such letters 

or through other means is important for determining (among other 

things) whether it is appropriate to notify a party as a PRP, 

including whether to notify a generator/transporter of MSW or 

sewage sludge as discussed below. 6 

IV. 	 NOTIFJ:CATJ:ON OF POTENTJ:AL RESPONSIBJ:LITY 

A) Qwners/Qperators 

The same approach will be used for both municipalities and 

private parties when determining whether to notify them as 

owners/operators. Specifically, such parties will generally be 

notified where they were past owners or operators of facilities 

at the time of disposal of hazardous substances, or they are 

present owners or operators of facilities where hazardous 

substances have been released or there is a threatened release. 

6 The Regions may accept and consider credible site
specific information from any party to supplement their own 
information gathering efforts as appropriate. 

9 
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B) 	 Generators/Transporters7 

1. MUnicipal solid waste: Municipalities and private 

parties will be treated the same when determining whether to 

notify them as PRPs when they are generators/transporters of MSW. 

Specifically, such parties will not generally be notified unless: 

o 	 the Region obtains site-specific information that the 

MSW contains a hazardous substance;8 AND 

o 	 the Region has reason to believe that the hazardous 

substance is derived from a commercial, institutional, 

or industrial process or activity. 

This means that EPA will not generally notify municipalities or 

private parties who are generators/transporters of MSW if only 

household hazardous wastes (HHW) are present, unless the truly 

exceptional situation discussed below exists. The general policy 

7 The categories of wastes discussed below, i.e., relating 
to municipal solid waste, sewage sludge, trash from a commercial, 
institutional, or industrial entity, and low-hazardous industrial 
wastes, are defined in the "Introduction" to this interim policy 
(See 	I.B.). 

8 The term "site-specific'' information refers to 
information pertaining to a particular Superfund site. "Site
specific" information does not generally include, for example, 
''general studies" conducted by EPA or other parties which draw 
general conclusions about whether MSW or sewage sludge typically 
contain a certain percentage of hazardous substances, unless the 
''general study'' includes "site-specific" information obtained 
from the PRP or Superfund site in question. "General studies'' 
may nonetheless be used to supplement ''site-specific" 
information. 

10 
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of not notifying parties who are generators/transporters of· HHW 

extends to ''HHW collection day programs" as well~ 9 

This also means that such parties may be notified as PRPs if 

the MSW contains hazardous substances from non-household sources. 

Non-household sources include, but are not limited to, small 

quantity generator (SQG) wastes from commercial or industrial 

processes or activities, or used oil or spent solvents from 

private or municipally-owned maintenance shops. 

Notwithstanding the above general policy, there may be 

truly exceptional situations where EPA may consider notifying 

generators/transporters of MSW which contains a hazardous 

substance derived only from households. Such notification may be 

appropriate where the total contribution of commercial, 

institutional, and industrial hazardous waste by private parties 

to the site is insignificant when compared to the MSW. 10 In this 

9 The term ''HHW collection day programs'' refers to programs 
that have generally been sponsored by municipalities or community 
organizations whereby residents voluntarily remove their HHW from 
their household waste. The HHW is then typically disposed of in 
a RCRA Subtitle c hazardous waste facility and the household 
waste is typically disposed of in a RCRA Subtitle D solid waste 
facility. 

10 The Regions should consider both the vol~e and the 
toxicity of the commercial, institutional, and industrial 
hazardous waste when determining whether it is insignificant when 
compared to the MSW. In determining whether the volume is 
insignificant, the Regions should consider the total volume of 
such waste contributed by all private parties. In determining 
whether the toxicity is insignificant, the Regions should 
consider whether such waste is significantly more toxic than the 
MSW and whether such waste requires a disproportionately high 
treatment and disposal cost or requires a different or more 
costly remedial technique than that which otherwise would be 

ll 
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situation, the Regions should seriously consider notifying the 

generators/transporters of MSW containing a hazardous substance 

from households as PRPs and include them in the settlement 

process where it would promote either settlement or response 

action at the site. 

2 •. sewage sludge: Municipalities and private parties will 

be treated the same when determining whether to notify them as 

PRPs when they are generators/transporters of sewage sludge. 

Specifically, such parties will not generally be notified unless: 

o 	 the Region obtains site-specific information that the 

sewage sludge contains a hazardous substance; AND 

o 	 the Region has reason to believe that the hazardous 

substance is derived from a commercial, institutional, 

or industrial process or activity. 

3. Trash from a commercial, institutional. or industrial 

entity: Parties who are generators/transporters of trash from a 

commercial, institutional, or industrial entity will not 

generally be notified as PRPs if such parties demonstrate to the 

Reqion that: 

o 	 ~one of the hazardous substances contained in the trash 

are derived from a commercial, institutional, or 

industrial process or activity1 ~ 

technically adequate for the site. 

12 
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o 	 the amount and toxicity of the hazardous substances 

contained in the trash does not exceed that which one 

wou~d expect to find in common household trash. 

4. AnY other hazardous substance. including low-hazardous 

industrial wastes: Municipalities or private parties who are 

generatOrs/transporters of "any other hazardous substance 11 will 

generally be notified as PRPs if the Region obtains information 

that the substance is hazardous or that it contains a hazardous 

substance. This includes notification of private parties who are 

the generators/transporters of low-hazardous industrial wastes. 

"Any other hazardous substance" in this category refers to any ·• 

hazardous substance covered under Section 101{14) of CERCLA other 

than hazardous substances that may be contained in MSW, sewage 

sludge, or trash from a commercial, institutional, or industrial 

entity (as discussed under IV.B.1., IV.B.2., or ~.B.3. above) . 
• 

The generators/transporters of hazardous substances that may be 

contained as part of the waste streams discussed under IV.B.l., 

IV.B.2., or IV_.B.3. should be addressed as specified above. 

V. 	 SE'l'TLEMEliTS 

A) 	 Settlement Process 

Once the notification decision is made., the general goal and 

overall process for reaching settlement at sites involving 

municipalities or municipal wastes is the same as for other 

sites. The general goal remains to negotiate with PRPs to reach 

one settlement agreement that provides complete resolution of all 

l3 
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pending CERCLA claims, and is consistent with both applicable 

statutory requirements and EPA's Interim CERCLA settlement 

Policy. 11 This means that at sites where both municipal and 

private PRPs exist, EPA will attempt to include both types of 

parties in one settlement agreement. 

Although one settlement agreement is the goal for each site, 

separate settlement agreements may be used at any site to 

facilitate settlement, where appropriate. This includes sites 

involving municipalities or municipal wastes. Separate 

settlements are not automatically available to municipalities and 

are generally available to such parties under the same conditions 

as for private parties. Examples of separate settlements are 

Section l22(g) de minimis settlements and cash-outs which may be 

used when they are consistent with applicable statutory 

requirements and existing EPA guidance. 12 . 
• 

B) Settlement Provisions That May Be Particularly suitable 
for Certain Municipalities 

As indicated, once parties are notified as PRPs, the overall 

process and goals for reaching settlement at sites involving 

municipalities or municipal wastes is the same as for other 

Superfund sites. Nonetheless, there are some settlement 

provisions (e.g., delayed payments, delayed payment schedules, 

"Interim CERCLA Settlement Policy", February s, l985, 
50 FR 5034. 

12 For example, see "Interim Guidance on Settlements with 
De Minimis Waste Contributors," June 30, 1987, 52 FR 24333. 

14 
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and in-kind contributions) that may be particularly suitable for 

facilitating settlement with certain municipal PRPs because they 

take into account a municipality's status as a governmental 

entity. 13 

such settlement provisions are not routinely available to 

municipalities. As a general rule, they may be considered where 

a municipality has successfully demonstrated to EPA that they are 

appropriate (e.g., where valid ability to pay or procedural 

constraints that affect the timing ot payment exist). These 

settlement provisions may be embodied in separate settlements or 

they may be folded into a larger settlement that includes private 

parties•. In addition, although these settlement provisions may 
• 

be pa-rticularly suitable for municipalities, they may also be 

available to private parties, such as certain small businesses, 

where appropriate. 

The following discusses how delayed payments, delayed 

payment schedules, and in-kind contributions may be used: 

1. Delayed payment: If a municipality has demonstrated 

difficulty providing a lump-sum payment upfront for past costs or 

13 In some circumstances a municipality's governmental 
status may impose practical constraints on its ability to carry 
out its legal obligation as a PRP under CERCLA. For example, a 
municipality may need to hold a special vote involving its 
legislative body or its citizens to gain approval to issue a bond 
or arrange other financing to cover cleanup costs at a Superfund 
site where it is a PRP. These settlement provisions are designed 
to take into account these types of unavoidaQle constraints that 
may exist. 

15 
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for cleanup needs, the settlement could be structured to allow 

the municipality to pay at a specified future date. This would 

allow the municipality time to raise the money needed to cover 

its contribution. This may include an interest payment. 

2. Delayed payment schedule' <payments over timel: An 

alternative to a delayed payment is to allow a delayed payment 

schedule where the settlement is structured to allow the 

municipality to pay over time based upon a predetermined schedule 

of payments. The payment schedule would be adjusted in such a 

way that the discounted present value of the payment would be 

greater than or equal to the settlement. 14 

3. 	 In-kind contributions: The settlement could be 
• 

structured to allow for an in-kind contribution, especially where 

a municipality can provide only a portion of its share of costs 

or is unable to provide a monetary payment. In-kind 

contributions may be made in conjunction with or in lieu of cash~ 

Factors the Regions may use in considering the appropriateness of 

an in-kind contribution may include the overall financial health 

of the municipality, the amount of the municipality's share, the 

14 Delayed payment schedules may include "structured 
settlements" which are settlements paid over time generally 
through an annuity. EPA is currently developing guidance, titled 
"Interim Guidance on the Use of Structured Settlements Under 
CERCLA," which will establish criteria for evaluating whether a 
particular site is a good candidate for a structured settlement. 
EPA expects to issue this interim guidance in the Spring of 1990. 
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value of the in-kind contribution, and the effect or the in-kind 

contribution on the overall effort to achieve settlement. 

One mechanism for allowing an in-kind contribution could be 

a "carve-out" order when, for example, the municipal PRP has 

agreed to provide the operation and maintenance at the facility. 

Other in-kind contributions could include the use of trucks and 

equipment to carry out cleanup activities, the installation of 

fences and the provision of other security measures to control 

public access to the site, or the use of the municipality's 

sewage treatment plant. 

C) Contribution Protection 

Nothing in this interim policy affects the rights of any 

party in seeking contribution from another party, unless such 

party has entered into a settlement with the United States or a 

State and obtained contribution protection pursuant to Section 

113 (f) of CERCLA. 15 

VI. DISCLAIMER 

This interim policy is intended solely for the guidance of 

EPA personnel. It is not intended and can not be relied upon to 

create any rights, substantive or procedural, enforceable by any 

party in litigation with the United States. The Agency reserves 

15 Under Section 113 (f), where EPA determines that 
settlement is in the best interests of the Federal government, 
CERCLA provides contribution protection to the settling parties 
for matters covered by the settlement. This may include a party 
who has not been notified as a PRP by EPA but wishes to settle 
its potential CERCLA liability. 
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the right to act at variance with this policy and to change it at 

any time without public notice. 

VII. FOR FORI~ INFORMATION 

For further information or questions about this interim 

policy, the Reqions may contact Kathleen MacKinnon in the Office 

of Waste Programs-Enforcement at FTS-475-9812. Inquiries by 

other persons should be directed to Ms. MacKinnon at 

202-475-6771. 
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FBDBRAL RBGISTBR NOTICB 

Superfund Proqramt Interim Municipal Settlement Policy 

AGENCY: Environmental Protection Agency 

ACTION: Request for Public Comment 

StlMMARY: The Agency is publishing the "Interim Policy on CERCLA 

Settlements Involving Municipalities or Municipal Wastes'' 

(referred to as the Municipal settlement Policy) today to inform 

the public about this interim policy and to solicit public 

comment. This interim policy focuses on settlements involving 

municipalities or municipal wastes under Section 122 of the 
•

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability 

Act of 1980 (CERCLA or Superfund) as amended by the Superfund 

Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986 (SARA) . It also 

addresses how the treatment of municipalities and municipal 

wastes affects the treatment of private parties and certai~ kinds 

of commercial, institutional, or industrial wastes in the 

Superfund settlement process as well. 

DATB: Comments must be provided no later than 60 days after 

publication of this interim policy. 

ADDRESS: Comments should be addressed to Kathleen MacKinnon, 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Waste Programs 

Enforcement, Guidance and oversight Branch (OS-510), 401 M 

Street, s.w., Washington, D.C. 20460. 
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FOR PURTHBR IKFORMATZOH CONTACT: Kathleen MacKinnon at the above 

address or at (202) 475-67716 

SOPPLEMEKTAL· INPORMA~IOH: 

The following supplemental information is provided to assist 

the public in reviewing and commenting on EPA's interiM policy: 

I.· Effective Date of Interim Policy and Role of Public 
Comment 

II. Purpose of Interim 	Policy 

III. Focus of Interim Policy 

rv. Why Settlement Involving Municipalities or Municipal 

Wastes 	Is An Issue 

• 


V. Discussion of Interim Policy 

A. Public Input 

B. EPA Consideration of Competing Public Interests 

I. Effective Date of Interim Policy and Role of Public. Comment 

This interim policy is effective immediatelY. However, the 

Agency emphasizes that this is an interim policy and that there 

is an important role for public comment. We are providing the 

public with 60 days to review and submit comments in writing. 

Based upon public comment or on our experience in implementing 

the interim policy, the Agency may address additional issues or 

revise the interim policy accordingly. 

II. Purpose of Interim 	Policy 

The primary purpose of this interim policy is to provide 

interim guidance to EPA Regional offices on how they should 
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exercise their enforcement discretion in dealinq with 

municipalities and municipal wastes in the Superfund settlement 

process. An additional purpose is to provide municipalities and 

private parties who may be potentially liable under Section 

l07(a) of CERCLA with information about how EPA will handle them 

in the settlement process. We believe this interim policy is 

important for establishing a national framework that will help 

facilitate our ability to reach settlements and will ensure that 

sites involving municipalities or municipal wastes are addressed 

consistently throughout the country. 

III. Focus of Interim Policy 

The interim policy focuses on how EPA will proceed in 

attemPting to reach settlements at sites involving municipalities 

or municipal wastes. Focusing on settlements means the interim 

policy indicates how EPA will attempt to reach voluntary 

agreements for responsible party financing and/or cleanup of 

sites involving municipalities or municipal wastes. Nothing in 

the interim policy affects any party's potential legal liability 

under CERCLA. Any decision EPA makes in exercising its 

enforcement discretion under this interim policy does not mean 

that potential CERCLA legal liability no longer applies. In 

particular, nothing in the interim policy precludes a third party 

from initiating a contribution action. 

Focusing on settlements involving municipalities or 

municipal wastes means that the primary intent of the interim 
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policy is to address questions about how EPA should handle 

municipalities or municipal wastes in the Superfund settlement 

process. However, in the process of addressing those questions 

we found it necessary to address other issues relating to private 

parties and certain kinds of commercial, institutional, or 

industrial wastes. We have addressed these related issues 

because private parties sometimes handle municipal wastes, 

'private parties generate some waste streams that are similar in 

nature to municipal wastes, and municipal and industrial wastes 

are sometimes co-disposed at the same site (particularly 

municipal landfills). 

Specific questions that have been examined by EPA as pare of 

• this 	interim policy relate to who should be included in the 

information gathering process, who should be~ notified as 

potentially responsible parties, how municipalities should be 

handled in the settlement process, and how the treatment of 

municipalities and municipal wastes affects the Agency's 

treatment of private parties and certain kinds of commercial, 

institutional, or industrial wastes. 

IV. 	 WhY Settlement Involving Municipalities or Municipal Wastes 
Is An Issue 

Involving municipalities and municipal wastes in the 

Superfund settlement process is an issue because questions have 

been raised about how such parties and wastes should be treated 

in the settlement process. Until the development of this interim 
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policy, EPA had not addressed these questions from a national 

perspective. This issue is important because there are a 

significant number of proposed and final sites on the National 

Priorities List (NPL) that involve m~nicipalities or municipal 

wastes, and EPA expects more of these sites to be added to the 

NPL in the future. 

EPA has identified 320 (about 25%) of the 1219 proposed and 

final NPL sites that may involve municipalities or municipal 

wastes. Of those sites, 236 (about 20%) have been classified as 

municipal landfills. EPA defines a municipal landfill as any 

landfill, either publicly or privately owned, which has received 

municipal solid waste. Although it is difficult to accurately 

predict how many of those sites involving municipalities or 

municipal wastes may be added to the NPL, historically about 20% 

of each NPL update has included municipal landfills. Municipal 

landfills are particularly complex sites to address because they 

typically involve multiple responsible parties (sometimes 

hundreds of different parties), multiple sources of wastes (often 

municipal and industrial wastes), as well as diverse waste 

streams (in terms of amount and toxicity). 

V. Discussion of Interim Policy 

In the development of this interim policy, EPA has examined 

a variety of issues and options for addressing these issues. 

We have also made an effort to provide meaningful opportunities 

for interested parties to participate in the debate about 
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municipal settlements. EPA has listened to all sides of the 

debate and has attempted to develop an approach that is both fair 

and manageable. 

A. Public Input 

Throughout the development of this interim policy, EPA has 

establiShed and maintained an extensive dialogue with a full 

range of interested parties. For example, in March of 1988 

EPA sponsored a Municipal Settlement conference attended by over 

100 representatives from State and local governments and 

organizationst industry, environmental, and other groups; as well 

as Congressional staff. EPA sought input from all interested 

parties to facilitate our efforts to develop a fair assessment of 

the issues, particularly from municipal and industrial 

representatives who are most directly affected by the interim 

policy. Both municipalities and private parties are affected by 

this interim policy because, as mentioned above, both 

municipalities and private parties handle municipal waste, 

private parties generate waste streams that have similar 

characteristics to municipal waste streams, and municipal and 

industrial waste streams are often co-disposed at individual 

sites. 

As a followup to this conference, EPA established the 

Municipal Settlement Discussion Group. The discussion group met 

in June, August, and October of l988 and was generally comprised 

of the same groups ana interests that participatea in the March 
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conference. All discussion group meetings were open to the 

public and a notice of each meeting was published in the Federal 

Register. 

The purpose of this dialogue has been for EPA to inform the 

public about the issues that the Agency is addressing as part of 

our effort to develop the Municipal Settlement Policy. At the 

same time, the Agency has sought to stimulate the public debate 

about these issues by providing a public forum for the exchange 

of ideas. The conference and discussion group activities have 

been conducted as an information exchange and public debate 

exercise. EPA has not requested recommendations nor attempted to 
•

reach a consensus among the various parties. Minutes of all 

meetings have been prepared and are available to the public upon 

request. 

A final meeting of the discussion group is expected to be 

held in January 1990, before the close of the 60 ~ay public 

comment period. The purpose of this meeting will be to discuss 

the interim policy and to further facilitate public comment. A 

notice of this meeting will be published in the Federal Register. 

Minutes of this meeting will be kept and made available to the 

public upon request. 

s. EPA Consideration of Competing Public Interests 

Input from the public has played an important role in EPA's 

development of this interim policy. Within the context of 

CERCLA's statutory language and objectives, EPA has considered 
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the competing interests and objectives of the various parties 

interested in this issue, especially municipalities and private 

parties who are directly affected by the interim policy. EPA has 

developed an interim policy which the Agency believes is 

appropriate, is in the interests of the public, and is fair to 

both municipalities and private parties as well as one which can 

be managed and implemented by EPA's Regional offices. The 

following examples highlight how EPA considered competing 

interests on key issues. The discussion below only summarizes 

(and sometimes paraphrases) certain key aspects of the interim 

policy~ readers should refer to the interim policy itself for an 
•

indication or clarification of how EPA will proceed. 

1. Treatment of municipalities as owners/operators: Some 

interested parties expressed uncertainty about whether potential 

CERCLA liability should apply to municipal owners/operators of 

facilities where hazardous substances arB present. In addition, 

there are different views about how municipal owners/operators 

should be handled in the settlement process. For example, some 

municipal representatives have suggested that when potential 

owner/operator liability applies that municipalities should be 

given "special treatment" (e.g., provided with an early 

opportunity to meet with EPA to resolve their potentia1 

liability) . Industry representatives have indicated that 

municipal owners/operators should be handled the same as other 
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PRPs and should be part of the larqer settlement process that may 

involve other parties, including private parties. 

EPA's interim policy clarifies that municipal owners/ 

operators may be potentially liable just like private parties, 

and that such parties will generally be notified and handled in 

the same manner during the settlement process as private parties. 

2. Treatment of generators/transporters of municipal 

wastes and certain kinds of commercial. institutional. or 

industrial wastes: There are different views on whether the 

generators/transporters of municipal wastes (e.g., municipal 

solid waste and sewage sludge) (usually municipalities) should be 

notified that ·they are considered to be potentially ~esponsible 

parties and brought into the Superfund settlement process. 

MUnicipalities and some States do not believe it is appropriate 

to include the generators/transporters of municipal wastes as 

potentially responsible parties. Industry representatives have 

generally taken the opposite view. 

EPA's approach to this issue is as follows: when the source 

of the municipal waste is believed to come from households, 

regardless of whether household hazardous waste may be present, 

the general policy is to exclude such municipal wastes from the 

Superfund settlement process, unless the Region obtains site

specific information that the municipal solid waste or sewage 

sludge contains a hazardous substance from a commercial, 

institutional, or industrial process or activity. 
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The only exception to this general policy is that EPA may 

consider bringing generators/transporters of municipal solid 

waste that contains a hazardous substance derived only from 

households into the settlement process as potentially responsible 

parties if the total privately generated commercial, 

institutional, and industrial waste at the site is insignificant 

compared to the municipal solid waste. EPA expects this 

exception to be sparingly applied. 

When we are dealing with industrial wastes (including low

hazardous industrial wastes), the generators/transporters of the 

wastes will generally be notified as potentially responsible 

parti·es because the source of the waste is a commercial, 

institutional, or industrial process or activity. 

One question raised by the interim policy relates to how EPA 

will handle trash from a commercial, institutional, or industrial 

entity which is very similar to municipal solid waste that is 

derived from households. Although the source of the waste in 

this situation is not households, when the generator/transporter 

shows EPA that its waste is very similar to that generated by 

households and that it is not the result of a commercial, 

institutional, or industrial process or activity, the 

generator/transporter generally will not be notified as a 

potentially responsible party by EPA and brought into the 

Superfund settlement process. 
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!n carrying out this approach, EPA is exercising its 

enforcement discretion in determining whether we will treat 

generators/transporters as potentially responsible parties for 

certain categories of wastes. EPA believes this approach is fair 

and manageable. For example, this approach treats municipalities 

-and private parties that handle the same waste streams in the 

same manner (e.g., municipal generators/transporters of municipal 

solid waste are treated the same as private party generators/ 

transporters of such waste). 

This approach also treats different waste streams in a 

logical and consistent manner. A key factor in determining 

whether to notify generators/transporters of municipal solid 

waste, sewage sludge, trash from a commercial, institutional, or 

industrial entity, or low-hazardous industrial wastes is tied to 

whether a hazardous substance is present that is derived from a 

commercial, institutional, or industrial process or activity. 

Finally, this approach is one that can be effectively 

managed and implemented by EPA's Regional offices. For example, 

based on our experiences at Superfund sites, especially municipal 

landfills, we believe that it is generally not a cost-effective 

use of our enforcement resources to pursue those generators/ 

transporters whose only contribution at a Superfund site appears 

to have been substances that may have been contaminated only with 

relatively small quantities of household hazardous waste (e.g., 

municipal solid waste). The resource-intensive nature of 
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obtaining sufficient evidence to demonstrate the presence of 

household hazardous waste as well as the potentially increased 

transaction costs of settlement andjor litigation far outweigh 

the possible benefit the Government may derive from obtaining 

cleanup costs from such parties. The Agency believes that its 

enforcement resources are better spent on pursuing other 

potentially responsible parties to achieve the cleanups needed to 

effectively implement the Superfund program and to protect human 

health and the environment. 

3. Role of municipalities in the settlement process: 

There are also different views on the appropriate treatment of 

municipalities vis-a-vis private parties in the settlement 

process (i.e., whether municipalities should receive "special 

treatment" because they are governmental entities). 

Municipalities generally believe they should be treated 

differently than private potentially responsible parties while 

industry generally believes they should not. 

EPA believes that municipalities and private parties should 

generally be handled in the same manner in the settlement 

process. Handling municipalities and private parties the same 

means that EPA will seek information in appropriate circumstances 

from all parties, including municipalities. This also means that 

all parties who are ownersjoperators of facilities will generally 

be notified as potentially responsible parties. 
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Relating to municipal solid waste or sewage sludge, all 

parties who are generators/transporters (either municipalities or 

private parties) are generally exempt from notification unless we 

obtain site-specific information that the waste contains a 

hazardous substance from a commercial, institutional, or 

industrial activity or process. In instances relating to 

notification as a potentially responsible party, we focus on the 

nature;source of the waste, not whether the party is a 

municipality or private party. 

The interim policy also handles municipalities and private 

parties essentially in the same manner once they are notified as 

potentially responsible parties by attempting to negotiate and 

settle with such parties_ as one group, unless separate 

settlements such as de minimis settlements pursuant to Section 

122(g) of CERCLA are appropriate. Nevertheless, EPA does 

recognize that municipalities have unique characteristics as 

governmental entities which EPA may take into account when 

designing specific settlements (e.g., by considerinq delayed 

payments, delayed payment schedules, or in-kind contributions 

under appropriate circumstances). 

12.U let 
Date R. C ay, ssistant 

Administ a r, Office of Solid 
Waste and Emergency Response 
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